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Inter national Association of Machinists and Aerospace Workers

June 2015

iamaw2323.ca

“The future depends
on what we do in
the present”
-M. Gandhi

Next Membership Meeting
Tuesday July 7, 2015
19:00 hrs.

BBQ before the meeting!
2580 Drew Road, Mississauga, ON
Bring your union card

Machinists Take Their Fight To The GTAA!
(story on page 6)

Political Action
-Bryan Wilson

Committee

politicalaction@iamaw2323.ca

The Harper government has passed Bill C-51.
I believe that the work of an MP is worth
As we all know, this Bill will take away our rights and getting paid well for, but to receive such a big pension
freedoms. More importantly our right to free speech or in such little time and to collect it right away is wrong.
even criticize government.
We are seeing these departures for two
During the senate review and vote, we sent reasons. One being I’m sure most Conservative MP’s
letters to every sitting senator urging they vote against realizing the tides are turning and they wont be rethis Bill in its current state. We got exactly four replies. elected. But also because MP pension rules have
All from senators who voted against.
changed and next term once a sitting MP has earned
a pension they can no longer start collecting at 55 but
Nobody willing to defend why they voted for this bill.
instead have to wait until 65 years of age to collect.
This Bill has vastly expanded the definition of a
terrorist. Which in its current form the way they have it
worded can mean anyone who in the opinion of the
current government in power is seen as a threat can
be deemed a terrorist. And given the past actions of
this current Conservative Government, that could
mean anyone being an environmentalist, a Union
member, or even a charity that our Harper government
doesn’t agree with.

Yes, it’s still 65 and not 67 for them.
Some say this is a sign of rats leaving a sinking
ship. The latest polls would have you believing so as
well with the chart below showing the NDP actually
leading the Federal polls, with the Conservatives in a
close second and Liberals falling to third.

Before this Bill passed, protesters were singing songs
on Parliament Hill against this Bill. One Conservative
Senator didn’t like that and called the police on them,
where upon arrival the officer stated that everyone
present at this rally, once this Bill becomes law, can be
deemed a terrorist.
So it seems all you have to do is disagree with the
actions of the Government to become a terrorist under
this law.
Already, the validity and constitutionality of this Bill is
being challenged in the Supreme Court. Harper has
lost several battles with the Supreme Court already
and hopefully he will again. Time will tell.

A huge boost can be attributed to the passing
Also recently we witnessed the departure of two of Bill C-51. It seems Canadians don’t like having their
Conservative MP’s. One being Diane Ablonczy who freedoms taken away and the NDP is the only party to
was representing Calgary Nose Hill riding.
promise and make it a part of their platform to fully
repeal the law once elected to office. Also helping
The other being Defence Minister Peter McKay. Who
boost the federal numbers, is the historic Alberta
leaves with a pension worth $117,297.00 dollars a
election where the NDP won a majority government
year! As well as a severance package of $78,866.00
over the reigning Conservative government who had
dollars.
resided there for the past 44-years.
continues on page 3
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Political Action

Committee

-Bryan Wilson

continued from page 2

This is only the fifth time in Alberta’s history
they have changed governments.

It’s time for a change and the only way this can
happen is if we all get involved and fight for it.

Exercise your democratic right and vote, take
part and have a say in what happens in your life. The
Also with this change, brings Air Canada
Government works for us, we don’t work for them!
employee and IAMAW member Jamie Kleinsteuber for
the riding of Calgary-Norther n Hills. A big It’s time we showed them that!
congratulations goes out to him! We are looking at
getting him to attend a few rallies in Ontario closer to
the Federal election date.
The Ontario Liberals are still trying to privatize
Hydro One at a cost to the taxpayers. This is very
short-sightedness on the Liberals part and will only
stand to make living even more unaffordable to the
taxpayers of Ontario in the long-run.

Young Machinists
Dan Janssen -Vice President

AFL-CIO's “Next Up” Summit Through the together we have the power.” He was talking about
the youth and our potential to create change. Together
Eyes of a Canadian Union Member
(as posted on the AFL CIO website March 24, 2015)

This past weekend in Chicago, I attended the
AFL-CIO Next Up Summit, which is a young workers
conference. While there, I had the privilege of not only
representing my union, the Machinists (IAM) and my
Local Lodge 2323, but also of representing Canada as
one of only seven Canadian delegates in attendance.
More than 1,000 young workers from across the
United States descended on the shores of Lake
Michigan and came together in the Chicago Hilton’s
Grand Ballroom to discuss the labor movement. We
were a diverse group with different backgrounds:
race, gender, sexual orientation and age, united in a
common passion to change the world around us.

we can make a difference.

Congressman Keith Ellison (D-Minn.) spoke to
us about social injustice and inequality: “Don’t think
that you can’t turn this thing around, it’s possible
now!” Using the civil rights movement as an example,
he reminded us that only 50 years ago, John Lewis, a
civil rights activist who was only 23 at the time, joined
forces with Martin Luther King Jr., who was 35, and
500 others to march from Selma to Montgomery, Ala.
The march was a major turning point in the civil rights
movement of the 1960s. They changed the world
when they were the age we are now.

During the conference, I met and had
conversations with many people. We shared
information and stories about ourselves and our
The energy was palpable and the vibe almost
situations at home. One subject that came up over
intoxicating. AFL-CIO President Richard Trumka said
and over was health care, and how lucky I am as a
it best: “Our energy is the most powerful thing in the
Canadian.
world… the numbers are on our side, when we stand
continues on page 4
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Young Machinists
Dan Janssen -Vice President

of their manufacturing plants. These demonstrations
showed us that it doesn’t take a lot of people to make
“Next Up” Summit Through the Eyes of a Canadian an impact.
continued from page 3
Union Member

I don’t have to think about whether an illness
or injury is serious enough to go see a doctor, or
whether I have enough cash in the bank to pay for it, I
just go to the doctor. It reminded me of how privileged
we are and how important it is to protect our health
care system. The fact that our conservative
government is trying to erode our system by taking
$36 billion in funding out of the budget is something
worth fighting against. It is scary to think that one day
our envied health care system might be used for
profit, to put more money in the hands of the few.
Having these conversations made it clear to me, our
struggles are the same, regardless of what side of the
border we are on.
I love that feeling of déjà vu, you know, when
you feel like you're in the right place at the right time.
It couldn’t have been more apparent, when on the
second night of the conference, a group of us walked
some 20 blocks to attend an event put on by the
Minnesota Young Workers. They rented the rooftop
patio of a bar in Chicago’s south side. During the walk
there we talked about each others' interests and
hobbies, and I mentioned that I was a DJ and I loved
to collect records. When we finally got to the venue, I
was stoked to see that there was a second floor
record shop, below the patio bar, and it was open until
midnight! I was in heaven! I dug through the crates
and picked up a few old gems before heading
upstairs to join the group. Our group was in full swing,
brainstorming and sharing ideas, inspirations and
plans to push our movement forward. I stood there
listening, taking it all in and I felt as though I was
exactly where I needed to be, at that exact moment in
my life.
On Saturday morning, we exercised our power
in numbers. We broke off into five different groups.
The largest group designed a protest based around
the fight for a $15 living wage. Another group decided
to protest Guitar World over unfair wages and their
commission structure. Another went door to door to
educate citizens about the unfair treatment of Chicago
teachers and the effect that treatment is having on the
education system. My group raised awareness about
a Nissan dealership, protesting their use of temporary
workers and ongoing health and safety issues in some
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The summit offered a variety of courses, and I
was able to attend four very informative and
motivating classes. The first was called Standing on
the Shoulders of Giants. It taught us about important
figures in labor history and how their strength and
courage can be used to inspire us right now. The
Wage Theft course brought awareness to the unfair
treatment of the working class and how companies
take advantage of workers' inability to collectively
speak up. The Non-Violent Direct Action course was
my favourite. We learned creative ways to bring light
to issues, using a holistic, grassroots approach. The
last course I took was Leadership: Story of Self. I
learned that storytelling is important, it can motivate
and inspire others to change their lives in a positive
way. Everyone has a story to tell and its important to
share those stories and moments that we feel
changed the course or path of our lives. In a few
years, I may look back and discover that this weekend
was one of those moments.
As we ramp up for the Federal Election here in
Canada, the need for us to come together as workers
is greater than ever. Now is the time to start fighting
for our rights. Our rights to health care, affordable
child care, a comfortable retirement, safe working
environments and our freedom to speak openly in this
country. All of these things are under attack, but
together we have the power to make a difference.
Make sure to vote in the upcoming federal election. If
you find yourself with some free time, get involved in
your community, with your local labor council or your
union. Think about the change your involvement could
make in the future of our movement; you could be the
one that makes the difference.
Thanks to the AFL-CIO for an amazing event,
the Young Workers Advisory Council for the well
thought out and planned courses, and a special
thanks to the membership of the Machinists for
allowing me the opportunity to attend. I will leave you
with a quote from John Lewis, a prominent leader in
America's civil rights movement. “If not us, then
who? If not now, then when?”
In solidarity,
Dan Janssen
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Tech Ops

Logistics & Supply

Dave Freeman & Joe Veltri

It has been a long and arduous process for all
dealing with the Shift Agreement in ACM. After two
failed ratification votes, we are now heading back to
Arbitrator Keller for finality. The position of the IAMAW
going forward is a 40-hour work week, to be instated
immediately. As updates to this process become
available, they will be communicated directly. Thank
you all for your patience, understanding and most
importantly, your support. Gary Sinclair, Joe Veltri and
I would also like to thank the Shift Committee for their
time and dedication to this process.
Stores has under taken the monumental task of
relocating. They now operate out of 2 separate
facilities, Convair Drive and Bay 8. There have been
numerous challenges and there will be growing pains
for our members. There have been surveillance
cameras installed throughout both facilities. We are
challenging the location of some of the security
cameras as we are concerned the placement violates
a previous arbitration award. We will update you as
details become available. There has also been
numerous safety concerns raised and each concern
has or will be addressed individually through the
Health and Safety Chairs. The company has served us
notice they wish to cancel the current Shift Agreement
in Stores and begin the process of building new shift
lines ASAP. We will be forming a Shift Committee soon
to begin this process.

Shop Committee

Phone: 905-676-2243

with the Shop Committee in YUL and our District
General Chairpersons to facilitate this agreement.
Senior employees in ACM continue to get
transferred on a daily basis from one work location to
another across all BCC”s and Categories, while junior
employees remain unaffected. We have had numerous
discussions with local management regarding this
without satisfactory resolution. We have filed a 2nd
grievance relating to this matter with the intent of
highlighting the severity of this violation and are
awaiting a response.
GSE has had its share of challenges in recent
past. The work environment continues to cause
concerns for some. We had a commitment from local
management that training sessions and daily business
adjustments were taking place and we were hopeful
this was a first step towards resolutions. We have yet
to see the fruits of their labour here. In addition to
these personal challenges, workload backlogs remain
at high levels and assistance from out bases has been
sought. It is all hands on deck for the summer
schedule in GSE as well.
We have filed a grievance on behalf of our CAT
33 members. The Category has been decimated to the
point it can hardly function as a unit and cross
category utilization with CSCA’s is in place for the
most recent bid. It is a National issue and will be dealt
with at the District level involving Labour Relations.
The hope is to build the category again, so deep
grooms can be performed by those categorized to do
so, CAT 33.

AOG Expedite has bid and been awarded
vacation slots in a contentious manner. Due to lack of
available staff and training, management has blocked
RDO’s throughout the bid. We did not agree to this bid
and do not believe the Collective Agreement provides
All is quiet in the A.S.E. and C.R.E. departments lately.
the company the latitude to bid using this process. We
have challenged this process via grievance and have it Continues on page 6
planned for Arbitration seeking a final ruling.
At the request of the members, Central
Planning is in the preliminary stages of a shift
agreement. We have polled the affected members and
intend to move forward with a shift agreement
commencing in the fall, prior to vacations bids. This
presents a unique challenge as it encompasses 2
separate bases, YUL and YYZ. We will be working
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@operationmaple
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Tech Ops

Logistics & Supply

Dave Freeman & Joe Veltri

Shop Committee

Phone: 905-676-2243

We wish to extend congratulations to Brother
Dan Adams in his successful election to the Local
Lodge Executive Board. We also wish to congratulate
Brother James Lundy and Brother Robert LaFlamme
in there acclamation as our Negotiation
Representatives for the upcoming round of bargaining
in 2016. I am confident these well respected
gentlemen will serve our interests well.

Continued from page 4

If there is one common theme across the
departments we represent it is A SHORTAGE OF
MANPOWER. It would seem more for less is the
modern day corporate mantra. Let's hope the purse
strings can be loosened and staffing levels can more
realistically match workload expectations. The
concerns heighten looking forward at projected fleet
growth and scheduled aircraft deliveries. The strategy We wish a safe and happy summer for all. Be well.
to attract and retain the employee’s required to
support this fleet growth should be as aggressive and David Freeman and Joe Veltri.
comprehensive as the business plan itself. Time will
tell if the foundation has been built on bedrock or
sand………………..
“The labour movement was the principal
Thank you to those who came out and cast a
force that transformed misery and
ballot for the Local Lodge Executive Board Member,
despair into hope and progress.”
District Lodge 140 Convention and the ACM Local
-Martin Luther King 1965
Shift Agreement. It is satisfying to witness democracy
in action.

Machinists take their Fight to the GTAA!
Toronto, ON – Members of IAM Local Lodge

their old jobs with a new employer but at wages that pay

2413 with the support from the Workers Action

30 percent less.

Centre, CUPE, UNIFOR and Local 2323 took
their fight to save the jobs of refuelling workers
at Toronto Pearson Airport, to the offices of the
Greater Toronto Airport Authority (GTAA).
An airline consortium led by Air Canada and
West Jet will not renew its agreement with Consolidated
Aviation to supply fuel at both Pearson in Toronto and
Trudeau International in Montreal. The consortium has
already signed agreements with other fueling providers
resulting in more than 300 IAM members losing their
jobs by June 30, 2015 in Montreal and October 1, 2015
in Toronto. The affected IAM members can apply for
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The IAM has filed an Unfair Labour Practice
with the Canada Industrial Relations Board regarding the
behaviour of the consortium and has also applied to
have Air Canada deemed the common employer. The
IAM has also applied to the CIRB for an interim order to
halt the supplier changeover until the Board has
determined who the real employer is. The agreement
must have the approval of the GTAA to go forward and
the protestors are asking the airport authority to deny
the approval.
-We encourage your support at upcoming rallies!
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Airport & Cargo Shop Committee
Vick Seebalak, Dave Flowers, Brad Gomes, Mark Pacilla

I would like to say thank you to all the Shop Stewards for your
ongoing hard work.
Currently there are promotional bulletins across the system. Please
come into the Shop Committee office and fill out an application if you are
interested.
For the members in Cabin Services, round one of mini-bid is out and round
two will follow soon after.

Phone: 905-676-2484

Local 2323
Executive Board
Linda Mastromattei
-President

Dan Janssen

Round one of the Ramp/Baggage and CSA Baggage mini-bid will be out
June 25.

-Vice President

Please be advised that the Shop Committee hours and Shop Committee
responsibilities are posted on the union door and around the union boards.

-Secretary Treasurer

Wayne Paterson

Vince Commisso

As a reminder, please look at the expiry or your RAIC and D/A and give
yourself ample time to renew your identification.

-Recording Secretary

Thank you,
Vick Seebalak
Shop Committee Chairperson

-Conductor-Sentinel

Frank Morgani

Karnail Singh Brar
-Trustee

Upcoming Events

Mark Pozzobon

July 7, 2015

September 3, 2015

BBQ & Monthly Membership

Elections of Negotiation

Meeting

Representatives for Airports &

July 14, 2015

Cargo Branch. (TechOps &

Ottawa Line Station Meetings
10:15 & 2:15pm

Clerical Reps were acclaimed)

August 2, 2015

(polls are open 06:30 -21:00)

Air Canada Filipino Assoc.
25th Anniversary Picnic
10am-6pm, Centennial Park,
Etobicoke

October 2, 2015

August 4 , 2015

November 12, 2015

Monthly Membership Meeting

General Chairperson

September 1, 2015

Elections -2323 Union Hall

Monthly Membership Meeting

(polls are open 06:30 -21:00)

Contact

June 2015

At the 2323 Union Hall

-Trustee

Jean-Guy Labelle
-Trustee & Ottawa
Board Member

Rob Piercy

-Communicator

John Hill

-Educator

Annual Retiree’s Party
October 6, 2015
Monthly Membership Meeting

iamaw2323.ca
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Health & Safety
Sally Crowther - H&S coordinator

Safety Never Sleeps
Brothers and Sisters, what do I mean by “Safety
Never Sleeps?”
Safety in the workplace never stops.
Whether a new SOP is implemented, or adjusted, or if the
weather brings a new challenge, or a co-worker becomes ill
or injured, or if there is an unexpected accident. With
working safe, you always need to be vigilant of your
surroundings, your co-workers, and your actions. A few
simple steps to help keep you safe in the workplace are as
simple as: follow your SOP’s, and always drive according
to the conditions, don’t use cell phones or personal
entertainment devices, and always be aware of what is
going on around you.
What if you were in an accident or injured? Would
you know what to do? Reporting an accident or injury
immediately to your manager is a key role in your recovery
process, and in the eyes of safety, and how we can prevent
the accident or injury from happening again. If possible,
always make a few notes of the accident or injury while all
the details are fresh in your mind. This will help with future
paperwork that you might have.
When you go to your
doctor be sure to advise the doctor that you had a
workplace injury. This will allow for the correct paper work
to be filed.
With hotter weather upon us, do you know how to
recognize the signs and symptoms of heat related illnesses,
not just for yourself but those working around you?
Recognize the symptoms of heat stress in yourself and
your co-workers. These symptoms include rash,
cramping, fainting, excessive sweating, headache and
dizziness. You may not see or feel the effects so always use
the buddy system to monitor one another.
There are several common heat-related illnesses. Some are
more severe than others.
Heat rash, or prickly heat, occurs when blocked sweat
glands become inflamed. This painful rash reduces the
body's ability to sweat and to tolerate heat.
Heat cramps are painful spasms of the muscles. The
muscles used in doing the work are most susceptible. The
spasms are caused by the failure of the body to replace its
lost body salts and usually occur after heavy sweating.
Heat exhaustion results when the body loses large
amounts of fluid by sweating during work in hot
environments. The skin becomes cool and clammy.
Symptoms include profuse sweating, weakness, dizziness,
nausea, and headaches.
Contact
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905-676-4295

Heat stroke is the most serious condition and requires
immediate medical attention. The body temperature
becomes very high (even exceeding 41°C). Complete or
partial loss of consciousness is possible. Sweating is not a
good symptom of heat stress as there are two types of heat
stroke -- "classical" where there is little or no sweating
(usually occurs in children, persons who are chronically ill,
and the elderly), and "exertional" where body temperature
rises because of strenuous exercise or work and sweating
is usually present.
Key points to remember:
Stay hydrated: This is essential. As a general guideline,
drink one cup of water every 15 to 20 minutes, whether you
are thirsty or not.
Take Breaks: It is important not to push yourself in hot
weather conditions. Listen to what your body is telling you.
–The source for the above information about heat related
illnesses can be found at- Canadian Centre for
Occupational Health and Safety. www.ccohs.ca
Simple Reminders:
-On the ramp at Terminal 1, there are 9 misting stations
throughout the ramp area for you to go and cool off under,
if you need a quick blast of cool mist.
-If you are thirsty, go get a drink. Don’t wait for a drink to
be brought to you.
- Sunscreen is available in every ramp/baggage crew room.
Sun Protect 33. This should be re-applied after perspiring
heavily and washing. If you find one that is running out.
Please call the health and safety rep on the recovery
channel, or call the office 905-676-4295
-When weather strikes, and “Red Alerts” are occurring, it is
IMPERATIVE that you go inside. This doesn’t mean sitting
on a tractor under a bridge head. Please, when the alert
goes off, your safety is number one and go and seek
immediate shelter indoors.
Here are a few quick health and safety links:
Workers Health and Safety Centre: www.whsc.on.ca
Canadian Centre for Occupational Health and Safety:
www.ccohs.ca
Justice Laws Web Site: http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/
acts/L-2/
Workers Safety and Insurance Board: www.wsib.on.ca
Please work safely, follow your SOP’s, watch out for your
fellow brothers and sisters and never be afraid to ask
questions.
Take care,
Sally
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Women’s Committee

womenatwork@iamaw2323.ca

•Include all co-workers in meetings, discussions,
training, and events. While not every person can
participate in every activity, do not marginalize,
exclude or leave any one person out. Provide an equal
opportunity for employees to participate in
-Aretha Franklin
committees, task forces, or continuous improvement
teams. Solicit volunteers and try to involve every
Ask anyone in your workplace what treatment volunteer.
they most want at work. They will likely top their list
with the desire to be treated with dignity and respect. •Praise much more frequently than you criticize.
Popular songs tout the need for respect.
Encourage praise and recognition from employee to
employee as well as from the supervisor.
Everybody needs a little respect.
•The golden rule does apply at work, or, as
You know when you have respect. You know when professional speaker Leslie Charles, says, “Implement
you don’t. But what is respect really? And, how is the platinum rule: treat others as they wish to be
respect demonstrated at work?
treated.”

“R-E-S-P-E-C-T

Find out what it means to me.”

You can demonstrate respect with simple, yet
There are many other ways to demonstrate
powerful actions. These ideas will help you avoid respect at work. These ten constitute a solid
needless, insensitive, unmeant disrespect, too.
foundation. Implemented consistently at work, these
respectful actions help ensure a respectful,
•Treat people with courtesy, politeness, and kindness. considerate, professional work place.
•Encourage coworkers to express opinions and ideas.
•Listen to what others have to say before expressing
your viewpoint. Never speak over, butt in, or cut off
another person.
•Use people’s ideas to change or improve work. Let
employees know you used their idea, or, better yet,
encourage the person with the idea to implement the
idea.
•Never insult people, name call, disparage or put
down people or their ideas.
•Do not nit-pick, constantly criticize over little things,
belittle, judge, demean or patronize. A series of
seemingly trivial actions, added up over time,
constitutes bullying.
•Treat people the same no matter their race, religion,
gender, size, age, or country of origin. Implement
policies and procedures consistently so people feel
that they are treated fairly and equally. Treating people
differently can constitute harassment or a hostile work
environment.

Contact
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Source: Susan M. Heathfield, Human Resources Expert

Service to the Community!
Happy Father's Day!
When I grow up Id like to be like you. You
have influenced me, of course in a good
way, about so many things. I may not get to
feel your warm hug or hear you laugh out
loud. Yet I still want to tell you.....Thank you
for all you've done.

Spring Cleaning??
Cleaning out your closets?
The Women's Committee will be setting up
boxes to collect clothing to be donated to
women's shelters in various locations.
Please share!
What a difference we can make!
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Employee

Assistance Committee

-Derrick Bashford

look the same as the Union that came together in
Halifax. I have witnessed apathy, disdain, anger and
The following is one of the definitions of the word complacency within and toward our Union.
‘union’ from dictionary.com; Union: a number of
Some members claim, “The Union has done
persons, states, etc., joined or associated together for nothing for us!” or “I would never wear that” (lanyard).
some common purpose:
These statements tell me that these individuals have
done nothing for themselves. If members want their
Last month I had the honour and privilege of union to be better, they need to take actions to help
travelling to Halifax to represent Air Canada as a make it better. Simply complaining about a situation
member of the Special Assistance Team (SAT). The never makes the situation better. If you have a
SAT team’s
concern, attending the monthly Local Meeting allows
objective was to help the passengers of flight AC624 for your voice to be heard, yet the vast majority of
with their immediate necessities and to ensure their members stay away.
comfort during their time of need. Once the
passenger’s immediate needs were taken care of, the
Due to the lack of attendance at our
SAT team was responsible for returning their personal Membership Meetings; a motion that has been
belongings as quickly as possible.
brought forward for consideration can be decided on
by a quorum of 25 members! The decisions that these
What I witnessed from that early Sunday members are empowered to make, can and
morning until Thursday when many of us returned sometimes do effect all 3500 members in Toronto and
home was nothing short of remarkable. I watched as Ottawa. To me, our quorum to conduct business
approximately 100 strangers, who were woke from seems dreadfully and dangerously low.
their beds, come together in a room with no motive
but to help others. Shortly after our initial briefing, we
The IAMAW has just entered the final year of
boarded a plane to Montreal to pick up additional our current contract and soon we will be going back
team members to begin a journey that would change to the negotiation tables. My hope is, we will come
the lives and outlook of many.
together like the Union definition states; because, we
are the Union! By working with each other, we can
Once we arrived in Halifax at 0800, an amazing help better our quality of life with stronger language
thing happened. These strangers that I spoke of and increased benefits. Without the combined resolve
settled into their respective teams and worked side by of all of our members, we will not reach our goals.
side towards a common goal. While there were
leaders and decision makers among us, I watched as
So, I challenge you all to get informed about
we all became part of the same team. Gone were the Union proceedings, be a part of your Union, attend a
barriers between Management and Unions as well as Local Meeting & vote! Refuse to allow .007 percent of
the barriers between Unions and Departments. We all our membership to make the decisions that affect us
worked together as one unified team! This all. The old adage stands true, “Together we stand;
camaraderie and cohesiveness lasted throughout the
divided we fall”.
days that we remained in Halifax right up to and
including our flight home. When we landed in Toronto
In solidarity,
all of the team members aboard the flight waited in
Derrick Bashford
the lounge to say our goodbyes. Although most of us
EAP Coordinator
were strangers when we were brought into the
IAMAW Local 2323
situation, we now share a bond that would not have
existed before. I can guarantee that we were part of
the truest ‘union’ I have ever seen.
Annual Retiree’s Party at the Hansa Haus

Where are we? Where are we going?

I have now been home a little over a week, and
today (April 6), I resumed walking around the Toronto
base handing out our EAP lanyards. The IAM union
I’ve seen while meeting our members in YYZ doesn’t
Contact
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October 2, 2015
Tickets area still available for this event. Please contact
the Local 2323 office at 905-678-0010
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Retirements

Local 2323 would like to thank the following members
for their valued service and wish them a safe
and enjoyable retirement.

Brian Adie

Harold Bailey

Pauline Black

Harold Boodoo

Mechanic-YYZ

LAT -YYZ

LCSCA -YYZ

Stockkeeper -YYZ

Dan Brady

John Cameron

Carl Cepuran

Denny Kin Ying Chan

Lead Station Attendant -YOW

Station Attendant -YYZ

Station Attendant -YYZ

LAT -YYZ

Peter Chaput

Stephen Cook

Jose Silva Correia

Remegius D’Souza

CSA -YOW

ACM Communicator -YYZ

CAT 23 GSE -YYZ

Stockkeeper -YYZ

Thomas Daniel

Manuel De Vera

Howard Eldon Detta

Robert Dunkelman

LAT -YYZ

CSCA -YYZ

Station Attendant -YYZ

Station Attendant -YYZ

William Farache

Khalid Farooqi

Jules Bibiano Fernandes

Gerardo Fiacco

Station Attendant -YYZ

CSA -YYZ

LAT -YYZ

Station Attendant -YYZ

Joseph Fisher

Denis Fontaine

Bruce French

Sammy James Gaba

LAT -YYZ

Airport-Cargo Trainer Lev 1 -YOW

Station Attendant -YYZ

Lead Station Attendant -YYZ

Allen Gajdemski

Arturo Galang

Daljit Gill

Paul Glabik

Station Attendant -YYZ

Stockkeeper -YYZ

Aircraft Technician -YYZ

LAT -YYZ

Kevin Harte

Pal Kecskemeti

Randy Lavoy

Joseph Fernand Martel

Aircraft Technician -YYZ

Helper -YYZ

Station Attendant -YYZ

Lead Mechanic -YYZ

Davidson Matthew

Robert McConkey

Estela Maria Misura

Shaffick Mohamed

Aircraft Technician -YYZ

LAT -YYZ

Cleaner -YYZ

LAT -YYZ

Antonio Morais

Peter Niedan

Jose Nogueira

Prince Ojukwu

LAT -YYZ

CSCA -YYZ

LAT- YYZ

Station Attendant -YYZ

Edgardo Prieto

George Paul Prystayko

Kenneth Steven Rady

Samuel Rampatie

Station Attendant -YYZ

Aircraft Technician -YYZ

Licensed Planner-YYZ

LAT- YYZ

Robert Reid

Murray Winston Roberts

Darrell Rogers

John Rubino

CSA Cargo -YYZ

Station Attendant -YYZ

Station Attendant -YYZ

Station Attendant -YYZ

Robert Rumas

Raymond Ryan

Dominic Silvestri

William Sunstrum

Station Attendant -YYZ

Station Attendant -YYZ

Station Attendant -YYZ

Station Attendant -YOW

Arlene Wheildon

Basil Ernest Wilson

Charles You

Robert Zurkuhl

CSCA -YYZ

Station Attendant -YYZ

LAT -YYZ

Station Attendant -YYZ
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JUSTICE ON THE JOB, SERVICE TO THE COMMUNITY

Contact

In Memoriam
We would like to offer our
sincere condolences
to the family and friends of the
following members who have
passed away.
Gilles Abran
Retired Station Attendant
-YYZ
Lorne Bergman
Retired Station Attendant
-YYZ
Lynda Bonneville
Retired CSCA
-YYZ
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Paul Brederlow
Retired Licensed Aircraft Tech.
-YYZ
Stewart L Carter
Retired Station Attendant
-Windsor
Yong Choi
Retired Cert. Avionics Technician
-YYZ

social media:

Airport & Cargo
Operations

John 'Scott' Crooks
Retired Cargo Station Attendant
-YYZ
@IAMAW2323

Henno Klaamas
Retired Station Attendant
-YYZ

Shop
Committee
Numbers

Phone: 905-676-2484

Cargo SubOffice
Phone: 905-694-5322

Michael McNulty
Retired CAT 23 Mechanic
-YYZ

Tech Ops
Logistics &
Supply

iamaw2323

William Pentecost
Retired Cert. Avionics Technician
-YYZ
Kuhathsan Ponnampalam
Cabin Service Attendant (CSCA)
-YYZ
Augustin Slovacek
Retired Aircraft Technician (AT)
-YYZ

Phone: 905-676-2243

Ottawa Shop
Committee

iamaw2323

Phone: 613-523-4709

Contact
is on the web...

iamaw2323.ca
Contact

June 2015

iamaw2323.ca
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